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Years ago, it seems like so many years now, I talked with my friend Skip Rappaport as we walked through the woods behind the house he had built on the outskirts of Ann Arbor. On this day, among other things we talked about anthropology, or more to the point how to be an anthropologist. Skip had several pieces of advice culled from his own life and beliefs. The first was that the essence of fieldwork was to follow the ethnography, to be very attuned to what was happening at that historical moment in the lives of the people with whom I was living. Research plans and agendas were less important than letting the ethnography make the ethnographer. In his own life in the field, he and his wife Annie had reached Tsembaga just as they were preparing for the now famous kaiko. So he had written about the ceremonial slaughter of pigs and the elaborate rituals that surrounded their sacrifice. His second piece of advice was to remember that if a writer expected his audience to spend part of their lives reading what he had written, he had an obligation to make the text as crystal and intelligible as his powers would permit him. The highest aim of the writing we call anthropology was to be deep but clear, faithful to the ethnography yet always sensitive to the audience. The writer stood between two sets of subjects, those he had lived with and those he wrote for, and so he had a responsibility to honor himself and his profession by respecting both. By this point in our conversation we had about completed the circuit through the woods. Skip hesitated by the stone steps leading back down into the house and offered a final observation. An observation as much about life as about science. That to be “good”—and I came to know that what he meant by this was to be a good ethnographer and to lead a fulfilling life—it was necessary to resist being buffeted and swayed by all the trends that sweep through the discipline. There was a difference between theoretical trendiness couched in unapproachable language and true depth based on a commitment to revealing the textures and experiences of people’s lives through theory. Theory and ethnography must dance as partners, at times one leading, at other times the other: but always as partners.

I have sought, in this work, to put my friend’s advice into practice. The study centers on the process of the encompassment of the Maring by colonialism, capitalism, and Christianity—what is known as modernity. If there was anything that characterized my stay in the Jimi Valley, it was the
subtle though unrelenting progress of modernity. The reshaping of people’s knowledge, wants, and expectations became inevitable as did the imagination of a new future and an equally new past. This was what was then happening, the work of culture in progress, and this is what now comes to center stage. My earlier study of the Maring, *The Gift of Kinship*, alighted on issues of modernization, but mostly only in passing and where the impact of modernity was transparent and magnified by the situation. Here, the analysis seeks to unearth the multiple levels of change, to confront the encounter between the Maring and the forces of encompassment. It is partly ethnographic, partly historical as it tries to spin out the processes and venues of the encounter. Central to the story is both sides of the story, the engagement of “others” from the perspective of the Westerners as well as the Maring, the vision of the Anglican priest from San Francisco in addition to the shaman from Kompiai. I have tried to let the voices of the station manager from Manchester, the nurse from County Cork, and the other Westerners be heard—to see the struggles alongside and in relation to the Maring. Theoretically, I am concerned less with the overt aspects of modernity—the building of a road, the advent of Western money, the physical presence of the Anglican mission—than the transformation of people’s categories of knowledge and the structure of desire. My view is that these transformations are the most telling because they are generative. Changes in epistemology and desire are an engine that motivates other changes that in turn feed back on itself and motivates still further changes. Encompassment sets a dialectic in train, a new type of history is born, with a different trajectory, and surely a new direction to the Maring’s story of themselves, a new myth of what it means to be a person and have a peoplehood.

Though the book is full of theory and method, I have tried to the best of my ability to write in everyday English, as it were, to tell the story of the Maring’s adventure of the modern. My quest for simplicity of style should not be read as an effort to eschew theory. No, the web of issues defining the encompassment of Melanesia pushes anthropological theory to its limits, and so this is no simple descriptive journey. My argument is that for an account to be adequate to its object it must grasp the changes in the nature of knowledge and desire wrought by colonialism, capitalism, and Christianity. My argument is that for an account of the changes in knowledge and desire to be adequate to its object, it must focus on the encounter between the Maring and their others. And this encounter must not be thought of in terms of domination and resistance, however appealing this may be to our political sensibilities, but in terms of mediation and engagement. Capitalism is so much less an economic machine of domination than a means of seducing the senses, a carnival of goods, an image of the future, a call to arms for the younger generation, a license to express socially pro-
hibited and repressed desires, the cultivation of a world of endless wants, endlessly fulfilled. Especially in the hinterlands of the Highlands, the power of capitalism and commercially driven mass culture derives much less from the coercive power of the state, Christian missions, and big business than from the enchantment of the senses, taste and touch, sight and sound. Finally, the book argues that there can be no theory of transformation without a theory and ethnography of generations, a concept often presupposed in anthropological discourse but rarely spoken about. In an intellectual universe focused on class, gender, and status, generation is the forgotten category. Moreover, theory and ethnography are linked by the fact that it was especially the up-and-coming generation of Maring that was eager for change, ready to embrace the new forms of value creation, new technologies of power, and ultimately new ways of being a person.

Each of these chapters advances these arguments across a variety of dimensions, from a number of angles. I imagine the chapters as a set of transparencies that, when laid one over the other, reveals a new and fuller picture. When I think that speed and information, especially snappy, predigested information, are the ecstasy of the modern age—a thought that inspires the kind of disenchantment that produces ethnographers—I remember what my friend Skip also told me on that day through the woods: that good ethnographers are slow, they take their time to think and write, and hopefully they will age like the '82 Cheval Blanc that we drank later that night.
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